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Topic : Methods of chambering the cartridge in the chamber

To make a shot, it is necessary to charge the weapon. There are at
least four ways to secure chambering the cartridge in the chamber.
The first method. The shooter grips between thumb and index finger
bent back of the bolt. Firm pulls the frame out until it stops and
releases. The gate frame under the influence of the return spring
returns to its original position, and is sent round in the chamber.
This method is versatile and is suitable for most models of pistols.
The second method. The rear of the bolt is clamped between the palm
and four fingers. The shutter is delayed in its rearmost position and
released. After chambering cartridge weak fingers and hands straighten
moving to grip without crossing the muzzle. Window ejector must not
close the hand.
The third way. The front
and four fingers. Window
chambering the cartridge
fingers are straightened
muzzle.
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The second and third methods are used when the gun has strong return
spring. Also, this method is used by juniors, women and with
insufficiently strong hands. In these processes, chambering a
cartridge needs to be carried out with care - not to close the window
of the ejector gate. If the window is closed hand while eliminating
the delay or misfires, then Insert, leaning on hand, may stumble on
the sharp capsule of the shutter. Then the cartridge will rupture and
injury hand.

The fourth way. Sports. The front part of the bolt is inserted into
the crotch between the thumb and forefinger of a weak hand. The gate
is clamped between the upper edge of his hand and right index finger.
When chambering a cartridge in the chamber brush weak hand slips down
and goes into the grip.
The fourth way is probably the quickest, but less reliable. It needs
some work. Good for pistols with a weak return spring.
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